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SOUTH AFRICA ECONOMIC REVIEW 

 The Bureau for Economic Research manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) 

recovered strongly, rising from 44.7 in April to 51.5 in May regaining the key 50-threshold, 

which separates expansion from contraction. The jump is attributed to an overstatement of 

negative conditions in April and Easter calendar effects resulting in a sharp increase in 

working days in May. Among the sub-indices, business activity increased from 37.0 to 52.3 

and the forward-looking new sales orders index rose from 44.4 to 54.1. Encouragingly, the 

index measuring expected business conditions in six months’ time gained from 55.8 to 61.4 

signaling positive momentum in the months ahead despite political uncertainty. The prices 

index fell slightly from 69.9 to 68.3 echoing the recent easing in producer price inflation. 

The rebound in the manufacturing PMI bodes well for a gradual recovery in manufacturing 

activity over the remainder of the year.  

 

 The Standard Bank purchasing managers’ index (PMI), measuring conditions across both 

manufacturing and services sectors, fell slightly from 50.3 in April to 50.2 in May but 

remained above the expansionary 50-level for a ninth straight month. The PMI has averaged 

50.6 since the start of the year above last year’s equivalent level of 48.8. Encouragingly, 

among the sub-indices the employment index edged higher from 50.2 to 50.6 although staff 

costs rose from 51.4 to 52.0 signaling rising wage pressure. However, the inventory index 

slipped from 51.1 to 49.3 in line with declining business confidence. The leading PMI 

indicator, measuring the ratio of new orders to inventories increased above 1.0 signaling a 

potential need for inventory restocking in the second half of the year.   

 

 The Quarterly Labour Force Survey recorded a jump in the unemployment rate from 26.5% 

in the fourth quarter (Q4) to 27.7% in Q1 its highest level since the data series began in 

2008. Over the period employment increased by 144,000 but not sufficient to accommodate 

the 182,000 increase in new entrants to the job market. Meanwhile the labour force 

participation rate, measuring the active portion of the labour force, increased from 44% to 

46.2% as the number of discouraged job seekers declined. Employment growth was 

recorded in seven of the ten economic sectors, with the highest number added by 

manufacturing at 62,000, finance at 49,000 and mining at 26,000. By contrast job losses 

were recorded in the agricultural sector at 44,000 and in the trade sector at 15,000. 

Perhaps the biggest concern is the surge in youth unemployment, which rose from 50.9% to 

54.3%.  



 

 

 

 The trade surplus fell from R11.3 billion in March to R5.1 billion in April, slightly below the 

R7.4 billion consensus forecast although for the year-to-date the R9.9 billion trade surplus 

compares favourably with the R26.4 billion trade deficit in the same period last year. While 

positive with regards to a narrowing in South Africa’s current account deficit, April’s trade 

surplus is more a reflection of falling imports than rising exports. Imports contracted by 

5.8% year-on-year compared with 3.7% in March with weak domestic demand contributing 

to an 8.7% decline in non-mineral imports. Exports contracted by 0.1% on the year with 

vehicle exports falling by a massive 28.3%. However, base metals exports increased 0.9% 

recovering from the 6.8% contraction in March while minerals exports increased by a solid 

57.8%. Although April’s overall export performance was slightly disappointing, the outlook 

remains positive buoyed by improving global trade conditions. The World Trade 

Organisation’s world trade outlook indicator increased in March to its highest level since 

May 2011.  

 

 Growth in private sector credit extension (PSCE) increased from 5.0% year-on-year in March 

to 5.9% in April its strongest pace since October 2016. However, the bulk of the increase is 

attributed to the distortion of last year’s base by the treatment of African Bank’s loans. 

The 2.9% year-on-year increase in household credit extension is likely to revert to March’s 

more modest 0.7% growth rate in the months ahead. Meanwhile credit extension to 

companies eased from 8.9% to 8.2%. Credit demand is likely to remain weak in the short-

term amid political uncertainty and its impact on business and consumer confidence.  

 

 Foreign investment inflows amounted to R5.4 billion in the past week the highest in 7 

weeks. The bulk went into the bond market with a marginal positive inflow into the equity 

market. Over the month of May net selling of equities was -R8.2 billion taking net sales for 

the year-to-date to -R44.1 billion. By contrast net buying of bonds was R6.9 billion in May 

and R45.6 billion for the year-to-date. Strong foreign demand for South African bonds 

mirrors the global surge in demand for higher yielding emerging market assets and 

continues despite the uncertain domestic political environment and threat of further credit 

rating downgrades. However, since the South African bond market is large and very liquid 

any change in broader sentiment will be felt more strongly in this market than other 

emerging markets.  

 

 Both Fitch and Standard & Poor’s (S&P) kept South Africa’s local and foreign currency 

sovereign credit ratings unchanged although Fitch left its outlook at “Stable” while S&P 

maintained a “Negative” outlook. Fitch cited the country’s credit strengths including deep 

local capital markets, favourable government debt structure and prudent fiscal and 

monetary policy. However, Fitch cautioned that low potential economic growth, 

deteriorating governance of state-owned enterprises and sizeable contingent liabilities 



 

 

weighed down the country’s outlook. Fitch’s accompanying statement was mirrored by S&P, 

which announced that political risk could “distract from economic growth enhancing 

priorities, slow the pace of fiscal consolidation and impact upon investor and consumer 

confidence, more than we currently project.”  

 

SOUTH AFRICA: THE WEEK AHEAD 

 First quarter GDP growth: Due Tuesday 6th June. Following the -0.3% quarter-on-quarter 

contraction in the fourth quarter (Q4) GDP is expected to post growth of 1.0% in Q1, 

according to consensus forecast. While the manufacturing and retail sectors have remained 

depressed the agricultural and mining sectors have staged a solid recovery amid rising 

international commodity prices and as the effects of the drought dissipate. 

  

 Mining production: Due Thursday 8th June. Although positive momentum is expected to be 

maintained mining production is unlikely to match the stellar 15.5% year-on-year growth 

posted in March. Hampered by Easter calendar effects mining production growth is 

expected to slow in April to 3.5% on the year, according to consensus forecast.  

 

 Manufacturing production: Due Thursday 8th June. Easter calendar effects are likely to 

impact April’s year-on-year manufacturing growth with the marginal 0.1% expansion 

recorded in March expected to deteriorate to a 3.5% contraction in April.  

 

NORTH AMERICA 

 The personal consumption expenditure (PCE) price index, the Fed’s preferred gauge of 

inflation, fell in April. Core PCE fell from 1.6% year-on-year to 1.5% and the PCE deflator 

from 1.9% to 1.7%. However, the decline is likely to be short-lived with a tightening labour 

market, rising wage pressure and firming house prices expected to reassert themselves over 

coming months. Potential fiscal stimulus at this mature stage of the business cycle, given 

the significant narrowing in the output gap between actual and potential capacity 

utilization, will add further inflationary pressure. According to Fed Reserve Bank of San 

Francisco President John Williams: “The US economy is about as close to the Fed’s dual 

mandate goals as we’ve ever been.” He added that: “It’s more important than ever for 

monetary policy to work toward what I call a “Goldilocks economy”- an economy that 

doesn’t run too hot or too cold.” 

 Non-farm payroll growth slowed from 174,000 in April to 138,000 in May well below the 

consensus forecast of 182,000. The decline is attributed to warm weather early in the year 

which may have pulled some hiring forward into January and February. However, while 



 

 

relatively low the employment number is nearly twice the rate needed to keep the 

unemployment rate stable. The unemployment rate fell further from 4.4% to 4.3% while 

growth in average hourly earnings remained unchanged at 2.5% year-on-year. With very 

little spare capacity left in the labour market there is likely to be rising pressure on salaries 

and wages over coming months, feeding into higher inflation. Despite weaker than 

expected non-farm payroll data the fed fund futures market is signaling a 93.5% probability 

of a 25 basis point Fed rate hike at the upcoming monetary policy meeting on 13-14th June.  

 Personal incomes grew in April by 0.4% month-on-month up from 0.2% in March led by 

private sector wages and salaries, supplemental and rental incomes. While personal 

spending growth eased from 0.5% to 0.2% spending growth remains positive and is expected 

to recover over coming months with signs that the rise in the savings rate is abating. The 

savings rate has remained unchanged over the past three months at 5.3% suggesting it may 

have peaked. The upbeat personal income and spending report indicates solid consumption 

expenditure in the second quarter.  

 US Pending home sales unexpectedly fell in April by 1.3% month-on-month while the 

previous month’s decline was revised lower from -0.8% to -0.9%. A modest rebound had 

been expected helped by slightly lower mortgage rates and increased mortgage 

applications. However, the housing outlook remains positive with the S&P/ Case-Shiller 20-

city home price index rising in March by 0.9% month-on-month. On a year-on-year basis the 

home price index increased by 5.9% its fastest pace since July 2014 and well above the 5.7% 

consensus forecast. According to David Blitzer, head of the committee which publishes the 

home price index: “Sales of both new and existing homes, housing starts and the National 

Association of Home Builders’ sentiment index are all trending higher.” 

 

CHINA 

 For the first time in nearly 30 years Moody’s credit rating agency downgraded Chinese 

government bonds from A1 to Aa3. According to Moody’s: “The downgrade reflects Moody’s 

expectation that China’s financial strength will erode somewhat over the coming years, 

with economy-wide debt continuing to rise as potential growth slows.” However, the 

downgrade had been expected after Moody’s lowered its rating outlook last year from 

stable to negative. The effects of the Moody’s downgrade have so far been muted with 

financial markets recognizing that most of the country’s leverage is controlled by state-

owned banks making it relatively easy to manage. While highly leveraged China also enjoys 

high savings. Taking savings into account, China’s net debt levels are far lower than most 

developed economies. In addition, most of the debt is domestic with external debt just 13% 

of GDP.  



 

 

 

 The official manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) remained unchanged in May at 

51.2 above the key 50-level which demarcates expansion from contraction. The reading was 

better than expected in contrast with the Caixin private survey which declined from 50.3 in 

April to 49.6 in May. The Caixin survey tends to focus on small- and mid-sized 

manufacturers suggesting the private sector is under more strain than the larger state-

owned enterprises. There is a growing divergence between China’s manufacturing and 

service sectors. The Caixin services PMI increased sharply from 51.5 in April to 52.8 in May, 

breaking a four-month decline. The official services PMI also gained from 54.0 to 54.5. The 

overall data signals a continued rebalancing away from investment-led towards consumer-

led economic growth.  

 

JAPAN 

 The Nikkei index broke above the key 20,000 level for the first time since December 2015. 

The equity market rally was boosted by rising US and global markets and a weakening yen. 

However, domestic economic conditions are also brightening with Japan’s economy growing 

for five consecutive quarters, the longest run in a decade. The Ministry of Finance’s first 

quarter (Q1) corporate survey shows corporate earnings rising to a new record high for a 

second straight quarter. Moreover, the survey indicates that the earnings growth is no 

longer as dependent on the weaker yen and export demand with domestic non-

manufacturing activity making a greater contribution.  

 

 Industrial production increased in April by 4.0% month-on-month marking a strong rebound 

from the 1.9% contraction in March. On a year-on-year basis industrial production growth 

accelerated from 3.5% in March to 5.7% in April lifting the industrial production index to its 

highest level since October 2007. Growth was led by the production of machinery, transport 

equipment and electronic devices. Shipments were sharply higher especially of capital 

goods. The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry forecasts industrial production will give 

back some of its gains in May but then rise again in June resulting in solid quarter-on-

quarter growth of 2.7% in the second quarter. The data suggests a recovery in Japan’s 

capital investment cycle.  

 

 The manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) increased from 52.7 in April to 53.1 in 

May well above the expansionary level. Manufacturers maintained a high degree of 

confidence with almost 30% forecasting additional gains from current levels. The services 

PMI also increased from 52.2 to 53.0 its highest level since August 2015 with the sub-indices 

measuring new business and business confidence rising to their highest since 2014 and 2013, 

respectively. The service sector comprises around two-thirds of Japan’s GDP. The 

composite PMI data, covering both manufacturing and services sectors, is consistent with 



 

 

annualised GDP growth of 2.4% in the second quarter (Q2) following-on from the solid 2.0% 

growth recorded in Q1.  

 

EUROPE 

 Eurozone consumer price inflation (CPI) eased from 1.9% year-on-year in April to 1.4% in 

May the lowest rate since the start of the year and below the 1.5% consensus forecast. 

While the Eurozone unemployment rate fell from 9.4% in March to 9.3% in April there is still 

too much spare labour capacity to lead to meaningful inflationary pressure. ECB President 

Mario Draghi reported in the past week that: “Domestic cost pressures, notably from wages, 

are still insufficient to support a durable and self-sustaining convergence of inflation 

toward our medium-term objective.” However, while interest rates are likely to remain low 

for a prolonged time financial markets are expecting the ECB to drop reference to 

“downside risks” to growth in its policy statement at the upcoming meeting on 8th June. A 

subtle shift in forward guidance is expected, in order to prepare markets for an eventual 

end to the central bank’s quantitative easing programme.  

 

 The Eurozone IHS Markit manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) increased from 

56.7 in April to 57.0 in May its highest since April 2011. Among the sub-indices, the output 

index increased from 57.9 to 58.3 and the forward-looking new orders index from 57.7 to 

57.8 despite companies raising their prices. According to Chris Williamson chief economist 

at IHS Markit: “Demand for goods is growing at the steepest rate for six years, encouraging 

manufacturers to step up production and take on extra staff at a rate not previously seen in 

the two-decade history of the PMI survey.” The increase in new orders combined with the 

growing work backlog suggests manufacturing activity will remain buoyant in the second 

half of the year.  

 

UNITED KINGDOM 

 The IHS Markit manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) eased slightly from 57.3 in 

April to 56.7 in May although some retracement had been expected from April’s three-year 

high. The PMI has exceeded the expansionary 50-level for ten straight months buoyed by 

strength in both domestic and export sectors. Optimism towards the outlook for production 

in a year’s time improved to a 20-month high with 56% of respondents forecasting higher 

output over the coming period. There is little sign yet of Brexit uncertainty affecting 

manufacturing confidence or activity. According to Rob Dobson, senior economist at IHS 

Markit: “The strong PMI numbers suggest the manufacturing sector has gained momentum in 

the second quarter after the sluggish start of the year.”  

 



 

 

 With the general election on 8th June just days away the pound is being buffeted by polling 

volatility with opinion polls showing that the Labour party has closed the gap with the 

Conservatives. The Times/YouGov poll shows Conservative support at 42% down from 43% 

previously and Labour support at 39% up from 36%. Labour’s closing of the poll gap has been 

mostly at the expense of smaller alternative parties rather than the Conservative party. It 

is likely that financial markets have over-reacted to the narrowing Conservative lead, no 

doubt affected by the poll upsets in the Brexit vote and the US presidential elections. 

Sterling is likely to strengthen sharply in the event of an outright Conservative win.  

 

 The GfK consumer confidence index unexpectedly increased from -7 in April to -5 in May 

well above the consensus forecast of -8. The rise in the GfK index is attributed to 

improvement in personal finances and in consumers’ intent to make a major purchase over 

the next twelve months. Consumer confidence remains resilient despite inflation rising to a 

four-year high and wages falling in real terms for the first time in three years. Uncertainty 

over the upcoming general election and Brexit negotiations also appear to be having 

negligible impact on consumer confidence.  

 

FAR EAST AND EMERGING MARKETS 

 Investor inflows into both emerging market bond and equity funds were positive once again 

in the week ending 31st May. Inflows have been positive in 21 of the past 22 weeks. Demand 

for emerging market bonds and equities has remained undeterred by political turmoil in 

Brazil and South Africa. The low volatility environment has boosted carry-trade demand for 

higher yielding emerging market assets. Given the absence of any major known event risks 

the positive trend for emerging markets is expected to continue into the second half of the 

year.  

 

 India’s GDP growth unexpectedly slowed in the first quarter (Q1) to 6.1% year-on-year well 

below the 7.1% consensus forecast. While blame is being leveled at the removal of large 

denomination banknotes in November last year, the economic slowdown appears broad-

based with a weakening trend evident across manufacturing, financial services and trade 

sectors. Construction activity contracted for the first time in three years. Despite the 

slowdown in Q1, growth for 2017 as a whole is expected to recover to around 7.0% helped 

by a rebound in agricultural output. Nonetheless the Reserve Bank of India is likely to 

soften its “hawkish” rhetoric at its upcoming June policy meeting.  

 

KEY MARKET INDICATORS (YEAR TO DATE % ) 

JSE All Share  + 4.38 



 

 

JSE Fini 15  - 1.36 

JSE Indi 25  + 12.96 

JSE Resi 20  - 6.02 

R/$   + 7.83 

R/€   + 1.07 

R/£   + 1.92 

S&P 500  + 8.81 

Nikkei   + 2.94 

Hang Seng  + 17.56 

FTSE 100  + 5.36 

DAX   + 11.69 

CAC 40   + 9.16 

MSCI Emerging  + 17.72 

MSCI World  + 10.51 

Gold    + 11.24 

Platinum  + 5.65 

Brent oil  - 13.43 

 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

 The rand has broken key resistance at R/$13.00 pointing to further gains towards R/$12.50 

and thereafter R/$12.00.   

 

 The US dollar index has tried but failed to break through a major 30-year resistance line 

suggesting the three-year bull run in the dollar may be over.  

 



 

 

 Following the announcement of the snap election the British pound has broken above key 

resistance at £/$1.25 which has now become a key support level and should promote 

further near-term currency gains. Recent strong gains have diminished prospects for a 

£/$1.18-1.22 target. 

 

 The JPMorgan global bond index is testing the support line from the bull market stemming 

back to 1989, which if broken will project further sharp increases in bond yields. 

 

 The US 10-year Treasury yield has broken back below the key resistance level of 2.0% 

providing continued support for the multi-year bull trend in US bonds. 

 

 The benchmark R186 2025 SA Gilt yield is trading in a tight trading range of 8.5-9.0%. A 

break above 9.0% is required for the yield to move decisively higher towards the 10.5% 

target level.  

 

 Key US equity indices, including the S&P 500, Dow Jones Industrial, Dow Jones Transport, 

Nasdqaq and Russell 2000, have simultaneously set new record highs, confirming a bullish 

outlook for US equity markets.   

 

 The Brent oil price is trading in a range of $50-55, which if broken to the downside could 

lead to a sharp decline to the $40-45 range. Base metal prices are in a bull trend confirmed 

by copper’s increase above key resistance at $5500 per ton. 

 

 Gold has developed an inverse “head and shoulders” pattern, which indicates further 

upward momentum and a test of the $1400 target level.  

 

 A break above 54,200 on the JSE All Share index would project an upward move to 60,000 

marking a new high for the JSE.  

 

BOTTOM LINE 

 Shares are categorised as small, medium or large depending on their market capitalisation. 

On the JSE the companies comprising the Top 40 index are considered large-caps and the 

Mid-Cap index comprises companies ranked 41-100 in terms of market capitalisation. The 

Small-Cap index comprises companies which rank 101 and below. In terms of market 

capitalisation companies sized R10 billion and over tend to be large-cap, companies from 

R2.5 billion to R10 billion tend to be mid-cap and anything less than R2.5 billion is 

considered small-cap.  

 



 

 

 Over the past fifteen years (to 5th June 2017) the growth in the Top 40 index has been an 

impressive 12.35% annualised. Yet this pales compared to the 14.81% achieved by the Mid-

Cap index and the Small-Cap index’s even more substantial 16.55% annualised return.  

 

 Small- and mid-cap stocks outperform large-caps over the long-term. The prospects for 

earnings growth are greater from a smaller base. In addition, smaller companies benefit 

from greater management ownership and a more entrepreneurial culture. Being less 

constrained by shareholder demands for quarterly performance management also has 

greater freedom in taking a longer-term view.  

 

 Furthermore, small- and mid-cap stocks are less expensive than large-caps. Due to a lack of 

coverage by research analysts there are many more undervalued and mispriced 

opportunities among small- and mid-caps. They tend not to be covered by the large 

institutions, hence are not priced efficiently and are often ignored by private investors due 

to higher perceived risk. The price-earnings (PE) multiples of the small- and mid-cap equity 

indices are 17.72x and 16.49x respectively, well below the 20.01x PE of the Top 40 index.  

 

 Today’s small-caps will become tomorrow’s large caps. Being small does not necessarily 

equate to higher risk. Numerous small companies boast sound business models, established 

management teams, defensive balance sheets and a record of quality earnings growth.  

 

 Although smaller companies provide better longer-term investment returns they tend to be 

more volatile. Being less liquid means small-cap stocks are prone to wilder swings in 

investor sentiment. During periods of negative sentiment, it can become difficult to exit a 

position without prompting a substantial price decline.  

 

 Holding small- and mid-cap companies in a share portfolio is key to achieving superior long-

term performance with the caveat that exposure is spread across numerous holdings and 

balanced with less volatile albeit slower growing large-cap stocks.  
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